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Resonance Scattering of Sound by a Small Gaseous 
Object of Arbitrary Form* 
M. S. STEINBERG 
Smith College, Northampton, Massadzusetts 01060 
and 
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole, Massachusetts 02543 
The acoustic scattering amplitude for a dilute gaseous object of arbitrary form in a liquid medium is deter-
mined self-consistently for the case of linear dimension small as compared to the wavelength. A scatterer of 
bulk modulus /I, and density p, in a medium of bulk modulus II and density p may exhibit monopole resonance 
scattering at a frequency w,= (4rr/I,C/p V)l, in which Vis the volume and Cis the capacitance in electro-
static units of a conducting replica of the scatterer. The criterion for occurrence of the resonance phenomenon 
is 3F/I,/11«1, in which the shape factor F = 4rrC'/3 V;?; 1 is minimum for a sphere. Dipole scattering is given 
in terms of the polarizability dyadic of a nonconducting replica of dielectric constant pfp,, and is negligibly 
small in a neighborhood of the resonance frequency. 
INTRODUCTION 
T HE acoustic scattering cross section for a spherical gas bubble in a liquid medium at sufficiently low 
ambient pressure exhibits a prominent maximum at a 
frequency for which the radius of the bubble is much 
smaller than the wavelength of the exciting field. With 
{3 denoting the bulk modulus and p the density of the 
medium, and with {30 and po denoting these properties 
for a scatterer of radius a, the peak frequency is' 
(1) 
Such a response to very long wavelength excitation re-
sembles that of a relatively massless spring working 
against a relatively incompressible load. It is usually 
called resonance scattering, and w, the resonance fre-
quency. This paper extends the theory of resonance 
acoustic scattering to encompass nonspherical scat-
terers. Dissipation is neglected. 
Rayleigh has- considered scattering by a small fluid 
object of arbitrary form which offers only weak acoustic 
contrast to the surrounding medium.2 For a plane wave 
• Contribution No. 1388 from the Woods Hole Oceanographic 
Institution. 
1 P. M. Morse and H. Feshbach, M etlzods of Theoretical Physics 
(McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York, 1953), Vol. 2, p. 1498. 
• J. W. Strutt Lord Rayleigh, The Theory of Sound (Dover 
Publications, Inc., New York, 1945), Vol. 2, p. 149. 
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exc1tmg pressure of unit amplitude, the scattering 
amplitude due to an obstacle of volume V was found 
to be 
f = [ (/3//3o-l)k2- (p j po-l)k,· k.] V /417", (2) 
in which k, and k. are the scattered and exciting wave 
vectors, respectively. The derivation assumes 
\f3//3o-1\«1, \p/po-1\«1 and k-+0, which condi-
tions assure weak scattering and permit approximating 
the pressure in the interior of the scatterer by the excit-
ing pressure. Our purpose is to derive an analogous 
result for the case of a dilute gaseous scatterer in a 
liquid medium. 
In Sec. I, the forms of the s~attering amplitude and of 
a pair of integral equations that determine the acoustic 
field at the scatterer are approximated to lowest con-
sistent order in the ratio of linear dimension to wave-
length. In Sec. II, the latter equations are separated 
into two simpler pairs which independently determine 
the monopole and dipole coefficients of the scattering 
amplitude, and the coefficients are evaluated by elec-
trostatic analog arguments that are self-consistent for 
an infinitely dilute scatterer (p0/ p-+ 0). The solution is 
assumed valid for a scatterer of finite but suffi.cienth· 
small density. It is found that resonance scattering m~•Y 
occur at the frequency of unstimulated monopole 
R L so'\.\'\ C 1-: S C.\ T T 1-: I\ I'\ C 0 1· SOt '\I> ll \" lltlllll.l·: s 
radiat ion comput ed by S t rasbng,' and that. the a-;is of 
d ipole sra t tning n eed not be pa ra llel to t he "'citing 
\\'aYe \-ector. The conclit ions under 11·hich resonann~ 
scattning act ua lh· O<TU rs a re discussed in Sec Ill. It is 
mnrlude; l that t.he ambient pressu re must be sulli -
i·ien tl y loll' and t ha t the shape and poss ibly the mate-
,·ia l of the scat tern mus t ,·on form to certa in restrictions. 
I. SMALL SCATTERER APPROXIMATION 
!-"or a steach· s tate in 11·h ich the au>ustir !'1dcl Yaries 
as np(-iu:/1.-the l'\Cl'SS p!'l'SSUI'l' p" in t he intcrinr of 
the s<·atll' rcr is _goYcrneclb\· 
f (' i /:,f( f ,,il:uU p"(r) = -- -\'p11 (r')·dS'- Pu(r')\'-- ·tiS', (3) 
-heR ·hrR 
in 11· h irh /,·"="'(p0 "p")l and R= r-r' i . the integra tion 
c·-;tending on·r the su rface cr of the scat tcrn' The net 
n terior pressure p due to e.•;t·iting pressure p, is deter-
mined 1)\· 
f (' l k U tJ(r)=p, (r)- - - \'p(r' ) ·dS' 
-heR 
f /'"'' + p (r')\'- - - ·dS', 
~7rR 
(~) 
xit h k = o:(p r!J: . Solu t ions of E< jS. 3 and~ a lso satisfy 
(S) 
(h) 
The intcrior a nd n te rio r acoustic lid<b are joinc·d by 
1 he bounda n · con eli t ions 
Pu = p on cr (7) 
(X) 
for the norma l component of the pressure gradient. The 
in tcrnal and e-;ternal \\'a\'C numbers are related b _,. 
/," = mk. in 11·h ich m = (pu.d .p/3n)l is the inclcx of 
rdract ion. 
Equa t ion~ inn>rpurates the condition that the sca t -
tnecl 11·a\'l' be oulgoin ,g in the 11·a\-e zone·. The dist a iH"l' 
N from a poin t on cr to a fielc l point has the asl"!nptotic 
1allll· R~r- r' · r 'rat a great dis taiH"l' from an origin 
< tua ted near cr. T h us 11·e han· /,·R~kr- k_·r'. in \\'hich 
:; ~1. St ra~ IJng, J . . \cm1~ t . ~oc. .\111. 25 1 S3() S37 (l'J .:;3) . 
'Rd. I . p. 106XIL 
k,=lir; r is the scat tcred 11·a\·e Ycctur. T he sca t te red 
pressu re, P-= p- p,., has t he asymptotic fo rm 
in ll' h ich t he scattering amplitude f is giYen by 
(10) 
It \\'i ll be comTnient to transform this s u rface integral 
into an in tegral oYer the Yolume V of t he scatterer. 
Emplo1 ing Eqs. ,::; ·tl. ll'e obtain 
J= {t- •k -· , · [(~- t)k'p11 ( r' ) 
·' Po 
( p ) JdV' +i - - 1 k, ·\' Pu(r') - . 
Pu -t1r 
(11) 
To e\·a luat e f . it is necessary to solve Eqs . 3 a nd -t for 
the arous t ir lield a t. t he sea I terer and subst i tu tc in to E<]. 
II. To <_JhLtin a general result . it is sutlicient to do this 
for a plane 11·an~ exciting pressure of unit ampl itude, 
p,. = cik .. ·c , (12) 
in \\'hich k, is a \'ector of magnitucle k. \\'c a ttempt a. 
solution only for cases in 11·hich the linear ntension of 
the scatterer is small as compared to the 11·avclength 
21r '1! of the e-;citing t"1elcl. Let /. denote the maxim u m 
linear dimension of I he s<·at ten:r. measured f rom a n 
o rigi n of coordinates ll'hich remains to be chosen. Since 
' k _. ·r' '- ~ k/ .. ll'l' assume that the scattering a mp litude 
for sullic ienth· s ma ll k/. is adequately apprmimatec\ by 
( {3 ) ; ·pudl ' (P ) !'P"d~-J= - - 1 k' - - - + i - - 1 k, · ---. 
/3o ~7r p, · -t1r 
(13) 
Raykigh's result . Eq. 2. is obtained if p, and-\ Po a re 
assigned the limiting \'alues of p .. an<! \p,. for I!--> 0-
tha t is. if \\'e put p0 = I and \Pn= ik ., in Eq. 13 . To 
obtain a self-consistent appro.-;imation. \\'e fi rs t expand 
the nponential functions of Eqs. 3. ~-and 12 in po\\'e rs 
of k,R, kR and k.·r. Since l!uR ~ lmkl. , kR ~2H. and 
~ k.,· r! ~ ld for tiel<\ points \\'i t h in and just outside cr, it 
is npected that these series comTrge rapidly for such 
poin ts 11· hen k/. is sut1icient ly small. Thus we assume 
that truncating the snies y ic·lds an a<lequate apprnxi -
mall' desniption of the acoustic t"1l'id at a small scat-
tern. Retaining tcrms through first order in t he small 
quantit\· /,· /, proYides the lc)ll'l'St -order approximat ion 
that guaran tees that t he dipok term of Eq . 13 shall he 
nom·anishing. Thus the an>ustic pressure at the srat-
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terer in the approximation of Eq. 13 is governed by 
p.= 1+ ik.·r, 
Po(r) = f-1-v'po(r')·dS' 
4n-R 
(14) 
- fpo(r')V'-1- ·dS' - ikoq0 (15) 
4n-R 
and 
' f 1 p(r) = p.(r) - -v' p(r')·dS' 
47rR 
' 1 
+fp(r')V'-· ·dS'+ ikq, (16) 
47rR · 
in which we have defined 
qo= -f VPo·dS/411" (17) 
and 
q=-f Vp·dS/411". (18) 
II. ELECTROSTATIC ANALOG SOLUTION 
Solutions of Eqs. 15 and 16 also satisfy Laplace's 
equation in the interior and exterior domains. This 
suggests a method of analysis in which the acoustic 
pressure is regarded formally as the potential in an 
electrostatic analog problem, restricted by the condition 
that electric charge may reside only on the surface u. 
The quantity q is the net charge in electrostatic units 
enclosed by a surface situated just outside u. It is ex-
pressible, upon employing Eqs. 8, 5, and 7, to transform 
the surface integral into an integral over the volume of 
the scatterer, as 
analog of the scatterer, according to boundary condition 
(Eq. 8), is a nonconducting replica of the actual scat-
terer having dielectric constant pj Po relative to the ex-
ternal medium. The polarization of such a material is 
- (pfpo - 1)Vpo/411" in electrostatic units, and the 
quantity 
~= -(!__1)/VpodV 
Po 411" 
(21) 
is the net electric dipole moment of the replica. Eqs. 19 
and 21 may be employed to write Eq.13 in the simple 
furm .. · 
(22) 
in which q and ~ are monopole and dipole scattering co-
efficients, respectively. 
We must solve Eqs. 15 and 16 for q and ~in the limit 
Po/ p -> 0, which is also the limit f3o/ {3 -> 0. For this 
purpose, it is convenient to separate the acoustic field 
at the scatterer into two partial fields, driven inde-
pendently by the monopole and dipole parts of the 
exciting pressure. Thus let the partial interior pressure 
!/to and exterior pressure 1/t be determined by 
1/to(r) =- ikoqo+f- 1- V'!/to(r') ·dS' 
. 4n-R 
-fl/to(r')V'- 1- ;dS' (23) 
47rR 
and 
1/t(r) = Hikq - f-1- V'!/t(r') ·dS' 
47rR 
·f· 1 + 1/t(r')V'-·dS', 
47rR 
(24) 
(19) ; ubject to boundary conditions 
1/to= !/t on u 
But the quantity q0, which may be transformed into and 
(25) 
(26) piJ1/;o/ i:Jn=prJ¥j i:Jn on u. 
(20) Similarly, let X0 and X be determined by 
is the net charge in the interior of the analog scatterer. 
An electrostatic analog problem cannot be specified for 
nonvanishing qo . Note, however, that qo/ q= m2f3o/ f3 
= p0jp and therefore that qo/ q->0 for an infinitely 
dilute gaseous scatterer in a liquid medium (p 0j p-> 0). 
Thus we may continue to seek an electrostatic analog 
solution for this limiting case. We assume that such a 
solution will be a valid approximation for a scatterer of 
finite but sufficiently small density. The electrostatic 
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Xo(r) =f-1-V'X0 (r') ·dS' - fxo(r')V'-1--dS' (27) 
4nR i!.1rR 
and 
x(r) = ik.·r- f-1-v'x(r')·dS' 
411"R 
+fx(r')v'-1--dS', (28) 
4n-R 
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with boundary conditions From Eqs. 34, 35 and 37 we obtain 
X0=X on u (29) (39) 
and 
p(JX0/on=priJX/iJn on u. (30) in which we have defined 
Superposition then yields Wr= (411-{JoC/ p V)i, (40} 
and 
(31) and this combines with Eq. 38 to determine 
(32) 
By Eqs. 27 and 28 the potential Xo is due to an 
applied electric field -ik., and by Eq. 19, X0 must have 
the property 
JxodV=O (33) 
in order that the applied field not contribute to the net 
charge q. Condition 33 can always be satisfied by astra-
tegic choice of origin and may be regarded simply as a 
definition of the dimension L. Thus we may always 
write 
q=!!_k2JI/todV' 
flo 4n-
(34) 
which means that the monopole coefficient q is deter-
mined independently by Eqs. 23 and 24. In the limit 
Po/ p-+ 0, boundary condition 26 requires also that 
1/to=const. (35) 
Thus we may also write 
p )fVXodV ta=-\~-1 ~· (36) 
which means that the dipole coefficient t' is determined 
independently by Eqs. 27 and 28 . 
The property 1/to= const. has the additional conse-
quence that Eqs. 23 and 24 determine the potential of a 
polarization-free dielectric replica of the scatterer, on 
which excess surface charge is distributed as if it were 
on a conducting rej)lica. Therefore we may write 
q=C.P, (3 7) 
in which Cis the capacitance (in electrostatic units) of 
a conducting replica of the scatterer and q, is the po-
tential difference between this conductor and infinitely 
distant points . Equation 24 yields 1/t-+ 1 +ikq= 1 +ikCq, 
for r -+oo, and therefore the value 1/t=1+.P+ikC.P at 
the surface of the scatterer, whereupon Eq. 25 yields 
1/to= 1 +<P+ikCq,. (38) 
(41) 
Equations 37 and 39 have the consequence that 
1/to=const. satisfies Eq. 23 for frequencies w;Sw, in the 
limit mkCpof p-+ 0. This demonstrates the self-con-
sistency of our solution for an infinitely dilute resonance 
sea tterer. 6 
Given the capacitance C, we now substitute q=C.P 
into Eq. 22 and put {3 0/{3«1. Given the polarizability 
dyadic P (in electrostatic units) of the dielectric replica 
of the scatterer, the dipole moment t' due to the applied 
electric field - ik. is 
ta= p . ( -ik.), (42) 
which we also substitute into Eq. 22 and put pofp<<l. 
Thus if the quantities C and P are known, either by 
computation or from electrical measurements, the scat-
tering amplitude for a dilute gaseous scatterer in a 
liquid medium is 
c j . k,·P ·k.. (43) 
wNw2-1-zkC 
This result exhibits two features that are not found in 
expression 2 : (a) The axis of symmetry of the dipole 
term need not be parallel to the exciting wave vector 
k., and (b) the monopole term contains a resonance de-
nominator in which w, plays the role of resonance fre-
quency.3 Since C= a and V = t1ra3 for a sphere, the reso-
nance frequency computed from Eq. 40 is in agreement 
with Eq. 1. In the Appendix, it is shown by direct 
calculation that Eq. 40 also yields the correct resonance 
frequency for a pr0late spheroid. 
The polarizability dyadic for an ellipsoid illustrates 
how asymmetry of scattering arises as a second-order 
effect in the density contrast. In a coordinate system 
the axes of which are the principal axes of P, the com-
ponents of P are6 
• It also indicates that we must have mkCpol p«1 as well as 
Pol p«l in order reasonably to assume that th~ soluti~n is ~ vali_d 
approximation for a resonance scatterer of fin_1te ?enslt_Y. S1~ce 1t 
seems improbable that mkC would exceed umty m a. s~tuat10n of 
interest, we assume that Pol p«1 is the stronger cond1t1o~ . 
6 J. A. Stratton, Electromagnetic Theory (McGraw-H1ll Book 
Co., New York, 1941), p. 212. 
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the quanttttes -y,. being dimensionless geometrical 
parameters for which 0 ~ "Ym ~ 1. Resonance scattering 
is a second-order effect in the bulk modulus contrast, 
which is now investigated in some detail. 
III. RESONANCE SCATTERING 
By resonance, we mean that there exists a frequency 
interval for which kL is small in which the total scat-
tering cross section Q exhibits a prominent maximum. 
The definition 
Q= f i !l 2d!l, ( -1-5) 
where d!l is an element of solid angle, together with 
Eq. 43, yields 
the sum of a monopole part 
41rC2 
Q,=------
(w;jw2-j)2+k2C2 
and a dipole part 
(46) 
(4i ) 
(48) 
In order for resonance scattering to occur, first of all, 
the value of Q1 for w=w, must greatly exceed the value 
.at frequencies well above w,. In addition, the value of 
Q1 must greatly exceed that of Q2 for frequencies in a 
neighborhood of w, . · 
The first condition is met if the quantity k,2C2 is 
small, k, being the value of k for w = w,. To see what this 
means physically, it is convenient to define a shape 
factor, 
(49) 
which has the value unity for a spherical scatterer. By 
a theorem of electrostatics- that of all conducting 
surfaces enclosing a given volume, the sphere is the 
surface of minimum capacitance7- the shape factor has 
the property 
(50) 
Since 
(51) 
7 G. P6lya and G. Szego, Isoperimetric Inequalities in Mat/ze-
maticaJ Physics (Princeton University Press, Princeton, N. J., 
1951), pp. vi and 8. 
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we conclude that resonance scattering actually occur!' 
only if the ambient pressure is sufficiently low (j30<<f3) 
and only if the shape factor is sufficiently near unity 
that 3F(3ol f3«1. 
The relative importance of the dipole cross section 
for frequencies in a neighborhood of w, may be esti-
mated using the polarizability dyadic for an ellipsoid 
for Pol p-> 0. Except for a needlelike scatterer (-y 1=0), 
the components of P in this limit are 
(52) 
Thus Q2 is of order 41rC2(w/ w,)'({3o/(3)2 when Pol p is 
small, whereas (except for frequencies well below w,) 
Q1 is at least of order 41rC2• It seems reasonable, then, 
that Q11Qz»l quite generally when {3 01{3«1, for fre-
quencies within an octave or so of w,. This is true also 
for all lower frequencies. 
There are two classes of conditions under which our 
solution fails for frequencies as great as w,. (a) When !, 
is sufficiently large as compared to C, it can happen that 
k,L= (3F{3 01(3)lL j C is not small even if 3F{301{3«1. lt 
appears that this type of failure occurs only for a 
needle-like scalterer. For example, L/ C increases with-
out limit as the eccentricity of a prolate spheroid in-
creases but does not exceed 1rj 2 for an oblate spheroid. 
(b) When the index of refraction is sufficiently large, il 
can happen that pof p=m2{3 0/ {3 is not small even if 
3F(30/ (3«1. Since m may be as large as about 10 for 
certain combinations of gaseous scatterer and liquid ex-
ternal medium, this type of failure might seem to limit 
the applicability of our solution rather seriously . How-
ever, m is typically considerably smaller than 10 (the 
value for an air bubble in water is about 4~). Morconr, 
the manner in which the assumption of small Pol p is 
employed suggests that the condition need not be satis-
fied strongly in order for our solution to be a good ap-
proximation. Thus it appears that gaseous objects for 
which 3F(301{3«1 are resonance scatterers of sound , 
except for scatterer shapes and possibly for malnial 
contrasts that do not often occur in practical situatit>ns, 
and that 
41rC2 
Q= - - - --
(w;jw2-1)2+k2C2 
(53) 
is an adequate approximation for the resonance cross 
section. 
Equation 53 does not, of course, account for viscous or 
thermal dissipation . Nor have the presence of mul 1 iple 
scatterers, discontinuities of the medium, or con ' ,in· 
ment of the gas by a materi al that can support a ' '' ear 
stress been taken into account. The importance of 1ch 
complications, and the detail in which they shou! l be 
assessed, will depend upon the application at hand. 
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Appendix A 
Let a prolate spheroid have major semidiameter a, 
minor semidiameter b, and in terfocal distance d; and 
define h=!kd and~= (l-b2/ a2)-l. The mode of vibra-
Lion of the spheroid that yields monopole resonance scat-
tering is describable in terms of the "radial" Mathieu 
functions, je •• (h,~) and ne •• (h,~). The lowest-order ap-
proximation in the small quantity h~ that retains a 
finite derivative isA1 
(Al) 
(A2) 
For a plane wave exciting pressure of unit amplitude, 
the partial exciting pressure that drives this mode is 
p.= je •• (h,j). 
The partial scattered and internal pressures 
respective! y, 
and 
Po= Bje •• (ho,~), 
At Ref. 1, p. 1510. 
(A3) 
are, 
(A4) 
(AS) 
in which heoo= je •• + ineoo and ho= !kod. The constants 
A and B are to be determined by the boundary 
conditions 
(A6) 
and 
ap. ap. papo 
-+-· = - . 
a~ a~ pot'J~ 
On putting h~ = ka and ~2- 1 = ~2b2 / a2, the appro xi-
mations k2a2«1, k.2a2«l, and (3./(3«1 yield 
ikaj~ coth-1~ 
A=------------wNw2- l- ika/~ coth-1~' (A7) 
in which 
w.= (3f3o/ pb2 coth-1~)1 (AS) 
is the resonance frequency. Since V = !1rab2 and 
C=a/~ coth-1~ for a prolate ellipsoid,A2 Eq. AS is in 
agreement with Eq. 40. The cross section Q= 4JT IA l2/k2 
computed from Eq. A7 is in agreement with Eq. 53. 
A2 Ref. 1, p. 1308. 
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